READING ROOM WORKSTATIONS AND ACCESSORIES
All RedRick work surfaces are engineered for quality, durability and extreme lifting capacity. Because no two situations are identical, we don’t force you to pick from a limited catalogue.

Our flexible designs maximize space utilization and accommodate virtually any body type in both sitting and standing postures. They provide a stable platform upon which to build an ergonomic workspace that enables any radiologist to be productive and healthy.

RedRick has been helping radiologists meet their unique reading workspace needs since 2001. We work with you to ensure our solutions are optimized to address your space, workflow and technology needs. We provide set-up, adjustment, and training in the optimal use of our ergonomic solutions to ensure you achieve every intended benefit. This holistic approach ensures your radiology reading room meets the unique demands of your department.

OUR ERGONOMIC WORKSPACES ENABLE:

- Productivity boosts of 5%, on average.
- Increased radiologist comfort, health, and well-being.
- Greater collaboration and customer engagement.

* According to industry studies.
COMFORTVIEW™ MONITOR MOUNTING SYSTEMS

The ComfortView™ Monitor Mounting System promotes neutral posture, minimizes stress and visual fatigue, and promotes collaboration. This is achieved through robust design that facilitates optimal adjustment of height, depth and angle for even the heaviest medical-grade monitors. Regardless of monitor count or configuration, motorized height adjustment and heavy-duty articulating arms make frequent change of position virtually effortless.

STREAMLINED DESIGN

PACS Administration and IT support staff benefit from good workstation design that streamlines monitor, CPU, cable and power management. Our intelligent design allows for rapid access for service and upgrades, while reducing the risk of unplanned downtime from hardware being damaged or interconnects being accidently disconnected.
WORKSTATION ACCESSORIES

Workstation accessories ensure a productive ambiance by minimizing the impact of clutter that can cause distractions and reduce productivity. They can enable personalization of shared workspaces without reducing usable work surface area, interfering with good ergonomic arrangements or requiring users to crawl under workstations to access connection points.

OPTIMIZE ORGANIZATION, REDUCE DISTRACTION, INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

RedRick can optimize reading room organization and workflow through the thoughtful use of acoustic controls and partitions, storage systems and seating, in all workspace guidance. This is critical because the reading room is a group setting that supports many needs. Our holistic approach ensures the reading room is a place where radiologists and their customers enjoy spending time.

1. Acoustic treatment
2. Ambient lighting
3. Acoustical partitions
4. Storage solutions
5. Seating
REDRICK SETS YOU UP FOR SUCCESS!

RedRick provides complete delivery and on-site assembly of all our solutions. This includes installation, connection and routing of all computer systems and input devices that are integrated within our reading workspaces. We also provide comprehensive training on all our workstations to ensure the benefits of your new ergonomic equipment are fully realized.